Why can my voltage be optimised?
Electrical equipment manufacturers produce
products which can be used all over the world.
Products for Europe are designed to work across the
European harmonised voltage range, (207 Volts to 253
Volts).
Since 1993 all electrical equipment designed for
Europe must carry a CE mark to show that it complies
with this standard.
Equipment carrying the
CE mark must be
capable of operating
between 207-253V.

Voltage optimisation is a well-established and
proven technology, especially in the UK where
electricity is supplied at an average of 242 Volts,
which is high compared to many other countries.
Crucially, much of our electrical equipment
operates most efficiently at around 220 Volts. When
your voltage exceeds this level, energy is wasted in
both heat and vibration, which costs you money
and significantly reduces the life span of your
electrical appliances. For example, with

eco-max-commercial you will not have to
change your lamps so often, which will also reduce
your on-going maintenance cost.

Different types of equipment deliver different levels
of energy saving for the same reduction in voltage.

Typical Saving
Very High

High

Very Good

Mains frequency
lighting

SON, Metal Halide, Mercury
Switch start fluorescent
Compact fluorescent
Tungsten halogen

None
thermostatically
controlled heating

Towel rails
Hand dryers
Hair dryers
Frost protection

Fixed speed
motors (lightly or
intermittently
loaded)

Air conditioning
Air compressors
Refrigeration
Conveyors
Presses
Machine shops
Pumps
Fans

White Goods

Fridges & freezers
Microwaves
Washing machines
Dishwashers

Office & IT
equipment

VDU’s
Desktop PC’s
Photo copiers
Printers

Continuously
heavily loaded
fixed speed
motors

Applications such
as those listed in the fixed
speed motor section above

Other electronic
equipment

High frequency lighting
LED lighting
Laptop PC’s
UPS supported equipment

Variable speed,
DC or servo
controlled motors

Applications such
as those listed in the fixed
speed motor section above

Good

Moderate

Modest

Low

Very Low

eco-max-commercial uniquely offers the
installer a choice of three savings settings to ensure
that you will achieve the maximum possible energy
saving for the equipment you use by selecting the
optimum voltage for your business.
In addition to this, our “BrownOut”™ low voltage
seamless inhibit feature ensures that your optimised
voltage is never too low, allowing a higher savings
level to be selected.
Supply
Voltage
<235V
Low
Savings

So how much will I save?
Ultimately the level of energy saving achieved will
be dictated by a combination of your incoming
supply voltage levels and the types of electrical
equipment you use.
The higher your supply voltage is, the greater the
potential to make energy savings from

eco-max-commercial. However different
types of electrical equipment deliver different levels
of energy saving for the same reduction in voltage.

Supply
Supply
Voltage
Voltage
235-245V
>245V
Good Savings High Savings

Typical
Saving

8%

10%

12%

Best
Saving

12%

15%

19%

Typically your electricity consumption will be
reduced by at least 10% but savings as high as
19% are possible!

